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Close adherence to prescriptive rules of grammar can sometimes produce stilted language, which can impart to language a pompous or stuffy impression. It is ironic that an island of potential unacceptability can arise within what is regarded as Standard English. In instances where prescriptive grammaticality and sociolinguistic appropriateness are in opposition, disagreements over language use can occur. Despite its impact, stiltedness has received little scholarly attention, probably because it is an intangible, subjective phenomenon. This paper investigates an indirect way to depict stiltedness through a quantitative measure. The example selected to demonstrate this approach is the rule of bare pronouns in comparative sentences. With tangible quantitative measurements of paradigm consistency and inconsistency, stiltedness may perhaps be understood more effectively.
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Introduction

My inspiration for investigating stiltedness was a dispute I was asked to help resolve between a high-school English teacher and a parent over the “correct” pronoun choice for He is taller than (I/me). The teacher had told the class that although I is often mandated in grammar books, me is also frequently used. Hearing about the lesson, the parent insisted that only I is permissible, since this pronoun is mandated by “the rules”.

The situation became surprisingly rancorous, escalating to involve the principal and school board. The parent held firmly to guidance from Strunk, White, & Angell (2000: p. 12): “A pronoun in a comparison is nominative if it is the subject of a stated or understood verb”, illustrated by their example Sandy writes better than I (Than I write). Similar considerations apply to use of as, as in Sandy writes as well as I (As well as I write), rather than Sandy writes as well as me. However, the teacher surveyed her coworkers, and the unanimous impression was that use of me likewise seemed acceptable and perhaps even preferable in some circumstances. However, because the parent was able to cite a reference grammar whereas the teacher only had the general impressions of ordinary language users, the school district’s curriculum specialist came down strongly in favor of the parent’s position.

The parties in this dispute were not aware that the battle over than was has been waged for centuries, and, as Sherwin (2000) notes, “Tensions on the matter continue” (p. 544) in what he describes as “the definition of a no-win situation” (p. 545). The battle has also been waged in the popular press: A letter writer to Barbara Wallraff’s “Word Court” in Atlantic Monthly (2004: p. 184) expresses the perennial anxiety. Hearing “I was better than her” and “I was wondering if this time my dog did better than me” on television, the writer complains: “Than is a conjunction, never a preposition. It ties two clauses together. The verb is understood in the second clause: ‘I was better than she (was).’ Am I being old-fashioned? Have the rules changed?”

The parent asked me, “Which pronoun is correct, and what are the relevant points of grammar? Are both correct? Not in street language, or according to the newest esoteric musings on the subject, but according to the most widely accepted authoritative view” (Personal e-mail communication, 15 November 2005). As the parent saw it, what I will call the traditional rule, as described above by Strunk, White, & Angell (2000), provided the “authoritative view” and that beyond this, there could only be found “esoteric musings”.

Yet, one such “musing” is a corpus-based study from Longman Grammar of Spoken and Written English (Biber et al., 1999: pp. 336-337) measuring compliance with the traditional rule. This study found that it is followed less than 2.5% of the time, below the lowest frequency measured in the study. The measurement was therefore so low as to be statistically equivalent to 100% violation. That the teacher and her coworkers were “incorrect”, thus makes them typical speakers of English. In fiction writing, compliance was found to be 45%, so a slight majority of fiction writers also violate the rule. Application of the rule in news and academic writing was not measurable in the study, since examples of either bare-pronoun variant were found to be “extremely rare”. In such formal texts, “writers frequently opt for a full comparative clause… thereby avoiding a choice between a nominative and an accusative form”.

Indeed, Strunk, White, & Angell (2000) make the following important addendum: “In general, avoid ‘understood’ verbs by supplying them” (p. 12). Thus, the full advice from this manual is indeed to bypass either bare-pronoun option Sandy writes better than (I/me) in favor of Sandy writes better than I write or, less redundantly, than I do. Yet, this same advice seems to violate one of the manual’s basic elements of style: “Omit needless words” (p. 23). The manual states, “A sentence should contain no unnecessary words… for the same reason that a drawing should have no unnecessary lines and a machine no unnes-
sary parts” (p. 23).

Though much has been written about grammaticality and its relationship to language standardization, far less scholarly attention has been paid to the phenomenon of stiltedness. Curiously, what strikes us as stilted does not seem directly predictable just by comparing actual usage with the prescriptive standard. For example, many prescriptive grammarians have promoted the use of different from over different than, as in Americans are different from Europeans, instead of Americans are different than Europeans. Yet, unlike the prescriptive than variant, the prescriptive variant different from here does not seem stilted. However, stiltedness may still play some role in the different (from/than) selection also. For example, Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary (2003) notes that than is “… recommended in many handbooks when followed by a clause, because insisting on from in such instances often produces clumsy or wordy formulations. Different from, the generally safe choice, is more common especially when it is followed by a noun or pronoun” (Different, 2003). In any event, language is clearly not automatically stilted simply because it conforms to prescriptive guidelines, even prescriptive guidelines uncommonly employed in colloquial usage.

A better grasp of the phenomenon of stiltedness might help us better understand why closely following a prescriptive standard sometimes seems fine, but at other times produces language described as “clumsy”, “wordy”, “awkward”, or similar negative judgments. It is ironic that an island of potential unacceptability actually arises within Standard English simply by consistently following prescriptive rules. A good working definition of stilted language, as we use the term here, is thus language that the standard rules describe as correct, yet which native speakers of the language find unacceptable and therefore actively avoid using.

Despite the pivotal role that stiltedness can play in cases of disputed usage, it is perhaps because stiltedness is an intangible, subjective phenomenon that scholars may regard it as not amenable to precise study. We may regard stiltedness as one of many factors within the broader notion of appropriateness (a.k.a., acceptability). In the generative tradition, Chomsky (1965) marginalized the importance of studying such factors and argued, “Acceptability is a concept that belongs to the study of performance, whereas grammaticality belongs to the study of competence” (p. 11). Reacting to this, Hymes (1971) proposed the notion of communicative competence which, among other considerations, argued that a competent language user not only makes judgments of grammaticality, as Chomsky maintained, but also recognizes the appropriateness of an utterance in a given communicative context. With regard to language teaching, Canale & Swain (1980) introduced the term sociolinguistic competence to label the component of appropriateness within communicative competence.

Yet, in such discussions of acceptability from the functionalist, anthropological, and applied traditions, the focus is often on utterances that are potentially deviant lexically, as with measuring reactions to the inventively poetic sentence Friendship dislikes John from the study of Quirk & Svartvik (1966), or on specific dialectal forms, such as the sentence I saw them big spiders from the study of British urban dialects in Milroy & Milroy (1993). By contrast, stiltedness is unacceptability that potentially arises simply by consistently following the prescriptive rules advocated for Standard English.

Given its subjective nature, there seems to be no reliable way to measure stiltedness in some direct way. That said, it occurs to me that there might exist strategies involving quantitative measures that may indirectly inform us about stiltedness, or at least of its influence. Obviously, the corpus-based statistics on usage provided in Biber et al. (1999) is one such indirect quantitative measure. That is, it is useful to note that native speakers generally violate the traditional rule involving than or else deliberately avoid the construction entirely.

However, additional measurements, as I explain in this paper, can be made regarding the internal paradigm consistency or inconsistency expressed by those indicating support for use of a given prescriptive rule. Measurements of paradigm inconsistency indeed serve as useful data alongside corpus-based statistics of actual usage. These measurements, as I outline below, could be employed in further investigations of linguistic phenomena related to stiltedness that have implications for social psychology and other areas.

If language users perceive a rule as producing stilted language, even if they may favor use of the rule in some cases, they can still exhibit paradigm inconsistency overall in applying the rule to many different queried examples across the paradigm of usage instances. I therefore conducted a small survey specifically concerning preferences in pronoun use after than. My purpose was to use this case to illustrate how stiltedness could be depicted via paradigm inconsistency involving a particular rule of grammar. As far as I can determine, no attempt to depict stiltedness indirectly in this or in some similar quantitative way has previously been proposed.

The Nature of the Controversy

Before discussing the survey and its results, it is useful briefly to explore the nature of the controversy over than in a bit more detail. Many older grammar references can be found that strongly defend the traditional rule. For example, Haberstroh (1931) states, “The Personal Pronouns… cause a great deal of trouble. Yet they need not. Remember simply that I is always the subject and in the Nominative Case, and Me is always in the Objective Case” (p. 54). He contrasts the following examples: Incorrect: You are taller than him; Correct: You are taller than he (is) (pp. 56-57). Stratton (1940) asserts, “Only ignorant persons follow than with the objective form of the pronoun She is taller than him. Even though this usage can be found in books of the past, it is not correct. If the understood verb is expressed, the sentence reads She is taller than him is—evident nonsense” (p. 323; also quoted in Brame, 1983: p. 323). As the letter writer to Walraff’s column describes the traditional rule: “Than is a conjunction, never a preposition”.

However, the traditional view has also long been called into question. Nesfield (1939) observes that although “in some books on Grammar the prepositional character of than is denied… [there are constructions in which] “than” must still be parsed as a Preposition, because there is no Finite verb understood which could make it a Conjunction” (pp. 76-77). Nesfield cites I will not take less than ten shillings and No one other than a graduate need apply. In neither of these can we produce an “understood” verb to expand the expression into a full clause. Therefore, using pronouns, the sentences above would need to be I will not take less than them and No one other than him or her need apply. As Haase (1949) maintains, “the purists in their attempt to eradicate the use of expressions such as than me have overlooked the use of than as a preposition in other con-
texts...” (p. 347). Huddleston & Pullum (2002) state that “there are unquestionably some constructions where a single element following than/as is an immediate complement, not a reduced clause” (p. 1114). Examples include It is longer than a foot and He’s inviting more people than just us, which cannot be expanded with an “understood” verb. In short, than is undeniably both a conjunction and a preposition, though its use as a preposition has actively been suppressed in Standard English.

The traditional rule against prepositional than seems based on the notion that than should not be ambiguous between two parts of speech, but there is no intrinsic problem with a word functioning both as a conjunction and as a preposition. DeRose (1988) observes that part-of-speech ambiguity “pervades English to an astonishing degree” (p. 31). Although most words in English are associated with just a single part of speech, many of the most common words exhibit part-of-speech ambiguity. Specifically, DeRose (1988) found that although 88.5% of word types in his corpus study had a single part-of-speech tag only, 40% of word tokens encountered in any given text passage were associated with more than one part-of-speech tag. Thus, a computer tagging words in a text for parts of speech must have the same choice Shakespeare had: you can use than either as a conjunction or as a preposition (Than, 2003).

Yet, this guidance is less than ideal because rules of grammar and usage are ordinarily designed to uphold a single option among a set of variants. As Milroy (2000) argues:

[The chief linguistic consequence of successful standardization is a high degree of uniformity of structure. This is achieved by suppression of “optional” (generally socially functional) variation... When two equivalent structures have a salient existence in the speech community... one is accepted and the other rejected—on grounds that are linguistically arbitrary, but socially non-arbitrary (p. 13).]

Thus, the advice from Merriam-Webster, while it may seem liberating, fails to provide clear guidance, and it is in just such disputed cases where language users look to a reference for a definite ruling of which form is the “correct” one.

Quirk et al. (1985) identifies the reason that supplying an “understood” verb is necessary, noting that “the subject pronoun on its own, such as she in “He is more intelligent than she”, sometimes gives a stilted impression, and it is preferable to add the operator after it: she is” (p. 335). Sherwin (2000) likewise notes with regard to confronting the two problematic bare-pronoun alternatives, “Not surprisingly, people rephrase to avoid having to make a choice” (p. 545).

It seems to me that additional light may be thrown on this matter from the survey data on paradigm consistency that I collected, as described in the following section. If language users perceive a rule as producing stilted language, even if they may favor use of the rule in some cases, they may still exhibit less internal consistency overall in applying the rule to many different queried examples across the paradigm of usage in...
stances. The purpose of my survey was to use the case of *than* usage to illustrate how stiltedness could be depicted indirectly via paradigm inconsistency in the implementation of this particular rule of grammar.

The Survey

I conducted an online survey at SurveyMonkey.com, using comparative sentences such as *He is taller than* (*I/me*) as central examples for investigation. The questions and response percentages are shown in the appendix. Respondents were required to answer each multiple-choice question before viewing the next and could not revise previous responses. I asked individuals from many different walks of life to participate. Via online contacts, I found respondents from various geographical areas, including outside the United States. I asked participants to ask others to participate, and the last page of the survey also requested that respondents invite others to take the survey. Of those who completed the entire survey, 438 indicated being native speakers of English. Only responses from these individuals were used.

Indeed, being a native speaker of English was deliberately the only demographic factor considered. Textbooks and grammar references that might inform us about stiltedness are typically written for a general audience. This is either native speakers (irrespective of gender, ethnicity, region, socio-economic status, age, and other demographic divisions) or second-language learners of English who, again irrespective of their backgrounds, are attempting to emulate some normative version of English. Thus, advice on stiltedness would at least be idealized as usable by individuals in any demographic group when communicating with individuals in any demographic group. Consequently, I sought respondents who might or might not have anything in common other than being native speakers of English.

The survey’s goal was not to measure the genuine level of adherence to the traditional rule. The Longman study already accomplishes this, demonstrating that the traditional rule is generally avoided or violated. For that matter, Williams (1981) discusses surveys on language and indicates that “…we are not generally avoided or violated. For that matter, Williams (1981) as well as to the pressure to remain consistent. That said, I am not drawing conclusions from the absolute percentages measured, but rather from trends of consistency and inconsistency.

There would thus be a group that favors use of prepositional *than*, as in *He’s taller than me*, and these individuals might then be expected consistently to favor object pronouns in parallel examples also, such as preferring *I’m taller than her*. Let us regard this as the non-traditional group. There would also be grammatically traditional individuals that prefer *He’s taller than I*. If consistent, these individuals would also favor *I’m taller than she*. My online survey did indeed reveal self-reported groups of consistently non-traditional and consistently traditional language users on this point of grammar in the first four survey questions. When queried about conversational preferences, the consistently non-traditional group was 62.6% of respondents and the consistently traditional group was 13.2%.

However, my survey crucially discovered that 24.2% of respondents were inconsistent in their answers to the four parallel questions concerning conversational preferences of pronoun choice. That nearly a fourth of respondents switched between subject and object forms in these grammatically parallel sentences indicates a substantial level of vacillation and uncertainty in the choice of bare-pronoun options for such comparative sentences.

In particular, support for the traditional rule collapses over the course of the first four questions. 29% favored *He’s taller than I* in the first question, but only 24.2% favored *I’m taller than she* in the very next question. Support for *He’s taller than they* was only 22.1%, and a preference for *He’s taller than we* was just 16.7%. As noted, the survey’s measure of consistent use of the traditional rule in the first four questions was only 13.2%. Although 29% selected the subject pronoun in the first question, less than half this percentage actually remained consistent to the traditional rule underlying this selection over the course of three subsequent parallel survey questions. Those that use, for example, *than I* but not *than we* perhaps feel compelled to pay lip service to the traditional rule by employing it in the context of the often-cited first-person singular examples (e.g., *He is taller than I*), but they have not internalized the rule of consistently treating *than* as a conjunction that introduces a reduced clause. For these speakers, *than* is still a preposition and use of the subject pronoun represents an unnatural alteration forcibly shoehorned into use.

Mathematically, there are 12 possible combinations in which the first four questions might be answered inconsistently. Notably, 30.2% of those respondents who were inconsistent in answering these questions selected *I* for the first question and object pronouns for the next three questions, and 13.2% selected subject pronouns in the singular and object pronouns in the plural. Adding these two largest subgroups, we note that 43.3% of inconsistent respondents avoided the traditional rule in the plural. By contrast, not a single respondent selected *me, her, we, they* (i.e., object pronouns in the singular and subject pronouns in the plural). Again, I suspect that even the anemic 16.7% support for *than we* is greatly inflated by the tendency to traditionalism in answering surveys, as noted by Williams (1981: p. 154), as well as to the pressure to remain consistent. That said, I am not drawing conclusions from the absolute percentages measured, but rather from trends of consistency and inconsistency.
In an optional comments section, numerous respondents complained about being forced to choose only between bare-pronoun options. Respondent 26 stated, "In the first section... I was frustrated because I would choose neither of those ways. I would speak grammatically, but in a more idiomatic manner than the grammatical choice given". Respondent 45 wrote, "The first few questions didn’t work well for me because I couldn’t answer honestly. I wouldn’t say ‘He is taller than me’, or ‘He is taller than I’". Respondent 44 commented, "You need more options in your questions—or at least a button that says ‘I wouldn’t say either of the above’". Respondent 109 stated, "I appreciate the difficulty of ‘either/or’ survey questions, but the first several that ask for spoken English only give sentences that I probably wouldn’t use, so I was forced to pick the ‘least bad’." Of course, my aim was indeed to force respondents to pick between these bare-pronoun options, not allowing the full-clause variant as a way to avoid the difficulties both bare pronouns pose. Respondent 109 actually suspected this and added, "Maybe that was the point, but as a respondent, it’s a little frustrating. I suppose the relevant distinction was picked up with the formal writing questions".

Indeed, later in the survey, respondents are offered an additional choice. Presented with the scenario of editing a formal report and confronted with He is taller than me, only 12.8% would leave this sentence unchanged. Although 33.8% would correct this to He is taller than I, a 53.4% majority would change this to He is taller than I am, explicitly supplying the "understood" verb in conformity with the complete advice from Strunk, White, & Angell (2000). The full-clause variant similarly won out in the three remaining cases. In third-person examples, 55.3% favored this in the singular and 62.1% in the plural. Likewise, 62.3% would change He is taller than we to the full-clause option. The traditional rule ran a distant second place in three of the four instances, but in the case of He is taller than us, 23.3% would leave the sentence unchanged and only 14.4% would replace this with He is taller than we. In summary, in all four items querying use of the traditional rule in conversation, although not in the overwhelming percentages measured in actual usage by Longman, respondents nonetheless reported a strong preference for the object-pronoun variants. However, for respondents selecting He’s taller than I in the first question, it proved challenging to remain faithful throughout the next three questions to the rule that underlies this choice. In all four questions concerning editing a formal report, the majority chose to avoid either bare-pronoun option in favor of rewording each sentence with a full clause. Given the trend of complaints logged in the comments section, we may surmise that some careful speakers would prefer to avoid bare-pronoun options also in conversation and instead use the full clause or some other rewording.

The subject-pronoun variants are disfavored in practice, but there is likewise a measurable aversion to voicing across-the-board support for the application of the traditional rule even by those who are comfortable with its application in some instances. The most plausible reason why a respondent would be inconsistent in applying the traditional rule is that although attempting to follow the traditional rule, the respondent finds some responses too stilted to select.

Thus, Respondent 116 commented, “While correct, many of the ‘than I, than we, than she’ constructions sound so prissy and antiquated to me that I would not want to say or write them”. However, effective use of the traditional rule might be applicable in cases in which the audience would itself possibly be its supporters, as Respondent 121 noted: “I always advocate using the form that fits the audience best. A more formal audience—say, university faculty members—are likely to pride themselves on using the ‘correct’ subject pronoun, while their 18-year-old students are likely to think the subject pronoun sounds stiff and snobbish”. As we see from the comment section of this survey, respondents specifically noted avoidance of stiltedness as a key factor in making choices on this point of grammar. However, even beyond these comments, the percentages of consistent and inconsistent pronoun selection demonstrate compellingly that stiltedness is a real factor working in opposition to employment of the traditional rule for comparative sentences.

**Additional Survey Results**

In the survey, respondents were also presented with Everyone other than (she/ her) left and I saw everyone other than (she/her). In neither sentence is it possible to expand the bare pronoun after than into a full clause. We must therefore conclude that than is a preposition requiring the object pronoun her in both cases. When asked about pronoun preference in conversational use, respondents reported a preference for the object pronoun in both. 72.1% preferred Everyone other than her left and 92.5% preferred I saw everyone other than her.

However, when asked if I saw everyone other than her should be corrected in a formal document, 21.5% would advocate I saw everyone other than she, which is a hypercorrection. The tendency to hypercorrect was even stronger with Everyone other than her left, for which a 59.4% majority advocated replacing this sentence with the hypercorrection Everyone other than she left.

As I have noted, I do not regard percentages in my survey as accurate measures of how individuals genuinely use language in formal contexts. Corpus-based studies (e.g., Longman) provide genuine measures of this sort. Rather, I am asking individuals to self-report their preferences. The key finding here is that although a large majority expressed a conversational preference for Everyone other than her left, it was also possible to coax 59.4% into thinking that it would be incorrect to use this same sentence in a formal context. Also, a significant 28.3% minority selected a hypercorrection of the grammatically standard sentence The rain falls more on him than me even though the full clause variant expresses a nonsensical idea: The rain falls more on him than I (fall on him). The results again speak to a level of confusion and inconsistency in applying the traditional rule or, in some cases, artfully avoiding it.

In answer to the letter writer to Atlantic Monthly, Wallraff (2004) specifically cites the phenomenon of ambiguity as a rationale for the traditional rule:

The main reason not to welcome all prepositional uses of than, in my opinion, has to do with sentences like this one: “I like her better than him.” That’s clear, no? It means I prefer her to him. If we start allowing than to be either a preposition or a conjunction catch-as-catch can, soon that example will become ambiguous: do I prefer her to him, or do I like her better than he does? (p. 84).

This argument is not new. Curme (1931) states, “The use of the accusative here should be avoided, for it is often ambiguous” (p. 304). Fowler (1937) writes, “It is obvious… that rec-
oignition of [than] as a preposition makes some sentences ambiguous that could otherwise have only one meaning, & is to that extent undesirable" (p. 629). Fowler associates prepositional than with the grammar of “an uneducated person”.

However, results from the survey demonstrate that the traditional rule does not have genuine power to disambiguate. Respondents were presented with the sentence I teach her French better than him. If the traditional rule actually disambiguates, we would expect the preferred interpretation to be equivalent to I teach her French better than I teach him French. That is, the writer of the sentence teaches two people and claims to be more successful teaching her than teaching him. In fact, only 35.2% selected this interpretation. 64.8% indicated that their first interpretation upon reading the sentence was equivalent to I teach her French better than he teaches her French. That is, she has two French instructors and the writer claims to be a better instructor than the other instructor. Individuals who would rely on the traditional rule to disambiguate would be almost twice as likely to misunderstand or cause a misunderstanding than those who do not follow the traditional rule.

Wallraff’s example of potential ambiguity was I like her better than him, and for this carefully selected example and with parallel use of object pronouns lined up, 92.3% indeed selected the interpretation I like her better than I like him, in conformity with the traditional rule. However, for Jim hit more home runs than me, 96.3% preferred the interpretation Jim hit more home runs than the writer of the sentence hit, which is the interpretation that runs counter to the traditional rule. Furthermore, only 1.4% of respondents thought that the writer of Al Smith repairs more radiators than us is communicating a nonsensical idea even though the traditional rule predicts that this sentence means Al Smith repairs more radiators than he repairs us. Although 74% noticed a grammatical error to be corrected, this was the final question in a survey containing many comparative sentences involving pronoun choice, so respondents would certainly be particularly attuned to his point of grammar by then. In any case, this option also indicates that the sentence is comprehensible even though it does not follow the traditional rule. Thus, language users do not rely in actual practice on the traditional rule of pronoun choice to disambiguate. Rather, they recover the intended meaning by selecting the most plausible reading from the context whether this reading follows the traditional rule or violates it.

In summary, the practical utility of Wallraff’s disambiguation advice is undercut whenever the context favors the non-standard reading as the more plausible over the standard. The traditional rule often produces stilted sentences, but in an effort to encourage people to use this rule anyway, prescriptive grammarians have advanced the notion that the traditional rule is useful for the purposes of disambiguation, but this is not true in any consistent or practical way.

Conclusion

Certain quantitative measurements indeed seem feasible in making stiltedness a more palpably real thing to examine. We can better consider the effects of stiltedness in opting against employing a given rule of prescriptive grammar, which is obviously often a central point of tension in language use. There is a psychological struggle involved in the decisions we make to adhere consistently to a traditional rule of grammar, to violate it, or to be inconsistent in its application. There are social considerations also in being regarded as excessively formal in our language use, or otherwise too casual. There are psychological reactions, sometimes reactions of anger, when others seem not to value the standardized rules of language. However, it seems to me that by focusing not solely on standardization of the rules but also on the importance of non-stilted language, we can better understand conflicts over language, such as the dispute between the parent and the teacher over pronoun use, and perhaps even pinpoint sensible solutions to such vexing debates in usage.

Stiltedness indeed requires further study since it may be one of the central culprits behind the psychological disturbance that Liberman (2005) calls “word rage”. In those instances where the forces of prescriptive grammaticality and sociolinguistic appropriateness are in direct opposition, disagreements can arise, such as was evidenced by the parent’s heated dispute with the teacher. Liberman (2005) humorously describes “word rage” as “… reacting to perceived violations of linguistic norms with talk of chopping and stabbing and smashing”. Zimmer (2006) compiles historical examples of the reactions of “word-rageaholics”, showing that extreme antagonism toward non-standard usage is not just a recent phenomenon. In addition, Williams (1981: p. 152) ponders the “unsual ferocity” that grammar violations can elicit. He notes how emotive words, such as “horrible” and “atrocious” (p. 153), typically only applied to the rudest behavior, are also used to describe small deviations in grammar. He indicates that errors raise differing levels of ire and maintains that “… we should be able to account better than we do for the variety of responses that different ‘errors’ elicit. It is a subject that should be susceptible to research” (pp. 153-154).

On the one hand, there is a societal pull toward the strict adherence to clear rules of language use especially in formal contexts. On the other hand, there is also a need to avoid stilted usage such as Here is the pen for which you were looking. The desire to avoid seeming pompous or stuffy in one’s communication is indeed a powerful sociolinguistic force, as Curzan & Adams (2009: p. 404) humorously highlight by contrasting Standard American English (SAE) with “Stuck Up American English” (SUAE).

As for resolving the difficulty surrounding the formation of comparative sentences such as He is taller than (I/me), the results of the survey show that He is taller than me is preferred in colloquial usage and that He is taller than I is disfavored both in colloquial and formal usage. The variant strongly preferred in formal usage is He is taller than I am. Thus, the optimal usage rule could perhaps be stated as follows: Avoid “understood” verbs in comparatives where possible.
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Appendix. Survey and Survey Results

Answer options in the survey are listed below not in the order they were viewed by survey takers, but rather from highest to lowest percentages selected.

Part 1

From the options provided, indicate which version of the sentence you would be more likely to say in normal conversation. You are not being asked what the “correct” usage is in formal language, but rather your honest view of how you think you would typically speak in the various situations described.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>%</th>
<th>Number of respondents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>John is a professional basketball player. You say…</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He’s taller than me.</td>
<td>71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He’s taller than I.</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary is a small child. You say…</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I’m taller than her.</td>
<td>75.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I’m taller than she.</td>
<td>24.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John is a basketball player and towers over you and your friend. You say…</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He’s taller than us.</td>
<td>83.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He’s taller than we.</td>
<td>16.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John is a basketball player and is the tallest member of his team. You say…</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He’s taller than them.</td>
<td>77.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He’s taller than they.</td>
<td>22.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You are asked why Jane was alone at the restaurant. You say…</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Everyone other than her left.</td>
<td>72.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Everyone other than she left.</td>
<td>27.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You are asked if you saw Jenny at the party last night. You say…</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I saw everyone other than her.</td>
<td>92.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I saw everyone other than she.</td>
<td>7.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Part 2

Suppose you are asked to edit an official report that must be written in a formal style. For each of the following, indicate what you would do. Do not consult a grammar reference, but simply answer to the best of your ability based on your own formal writing style.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>%</th>
<th>Number of respondents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In the report, you come across the sentence “The rain falls more on him than me.” In this case…</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You leave this sentence unchanged. There is no need to correct the author’s words.</td>
<td>71.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For formal style, you change the sentence to “The rain falls more on him than I.”</td>
<td>28.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the report, you come across the sentence “Everyone other than her left.” In this case…</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For formal style, you change the sentence to “Everyone other than she left.”</td>
<td>59.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You leave this sentence unchanged. There is no need to correct the author’s words.</td>
<td>40.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the report, you come across the sentence “I saw everyone other than her.” In this case…</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You leave this sentence unchanged. There is no need to correct the author’s words.</td>
<td>78.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For formal style, you change the sentence to “I saw everyone other than she.”</td>
<td>21.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the report, you come across the sentence “He is taller than me.” In this case…</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You change the sentence to “He is taller than I am.”</td>
<td>53.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You change the sentence to “He is taller than I.”</td>
<td>33.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You leave this sentence unchanged. There is no need to correct the author’s words.</td>
<td>12.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the report, you come across the sentence “He is taller than us.” In this case…</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You change the sentence to “He is taller than we are.”</td>
<td>62.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You leave this sentence unchanged. There is no need to correct the author’s words.</td>
<td>23.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You change the sentence to “He is taller than we.”</td>
<td>14.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the report, you come across the sentence “He is taller than them.” In this case…

You change the sentence to “He is taller than they are.” 62.1% 272

You change the sentence to “He is taller than they.” 21.2% 93

You leave this sentence unchanged. There is no need to correct the author’s words. 16.7% 73

Part 3

Suppose that you are reading a document. The style of the text overall is formal. Consider the following questions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>%</th>
<th>Number of respondents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>64.8%</td>
<td>284</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the text, you read the sentence “I teach her French better than him.” Think about what this sentence meant to you as you read it just now and then read the remainder of this question.

She has two French teachers. The writer is a better instructor than the other instructor. 64.8% 284

The writer teaches two people French and is more successful teaching her than teaching him. 35.2% 154

In the text, you read the following sentence: “Al Smith repairs more radiators than us.” Think about what this sentence meant to you as you read it just now and then read the remainder of this question.

It is comprehensible, but you note a grammatical error that should be corrected. 74% 324

It is fine. You have no particular reaction to it. 24.7% 108

The writer is communicating a nonsensical idea. 1.4% 6